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What is an array CGH test?
An array CGH test looks for small changes in a person’s chromosomes, which might account for the problems they have been experiencing. For example if a child has delayed development an array CGH test may be suggested to try and find out the reason why.

What are chromosomes?
Chromosomes are the structures into which we package our genetic information, or DNA. Our genes are a bit like our instructions. In a developing baby it is important for all the genes to be present and working for the baby to develop as expected. Our genes are stored in the centre of our cells in the chromosomes.
A picture of chromosomes is shown overleaf. We have 23 pairs of chromosomes, numbered 1-22 and the last pair are the sex chromosomes. A girl has two X chromosomes and a boy has an X and a Y chromosome.

Genetic conditions happen either because of changes to our genes or chromosomes. They can either be due to a single change in one particular gene (like a spelling mistake) or because of a difference in the chromosomes. Sometimes the scientists can look down the microscope and see a difference in the chromosomes. For example having an extra copy of chromosome 21 causes Down Syndrome.

**What is array CGH?**

Array CGH allows us to detect differences in the chromosomes that can’t be seen down the microscope. Some people are found to have a small piece of a chromosome missing or extra which has caused their problems. A missing piece would be called a deletion and an extra piece would be called a duplication. For example, a child with learning difficulties may be found to have a deletion which includes some genes known to be associated with brain development. As they are missing those genes this has caused their development to be delayed.

**What does the test involve?**

To do an array CGH test the laboratory needs a blood sample from the patient to be tested. Sometimes we can do the testing on samples already stored in the laboratory. In some instances the laboratory asks us for repeat samples or for samples from parents to complete the analysis.
Possible results

1) The results of the test may be normal – no missing or extra pieces of DNA have been found. If this is the case your doctor will consider other possible reasons for that person’s health problems such as a spelling mistake in a single gene for example.

2) The test finds some extra or missing material which is thought to be the cause of the problems. Many of the changes found on the array CGH test are seen fairly often and so we may be familiar with the sort of medical problems they can cause. If the pattern of missing or extra material has been seen in other individuals, who have had similar problems, the laboratory can be quite confident that this genetic change has caused the problems.

3) The test finds some extra or missing material, but it is not the cause of the problems. Our genes and chromosomes vary in a similar way to hair and eye colour. We call this natural variation and it means that the change found is not connected with the person’s problems. It may be that we have found the same change in a healthy parent. We all have a few harmless genetic changes – this is part of what makes us all unique.

4) The test has found something but we are not sure what the result means. Sometimes when extra or missing material has been found in a patient, this particular change has never been seen before and the scientists need to do further tests to try and work out what this means. It may be that we have to say at present we don’t know whether or not the result is connected with the problems the patient has. More information may become available in the future as we test more people. It may be more difficult to interpret a result if parental samples are not available.

Unexpected findings

Occasionally when we do this kind of testing we find things that we were not expecting. For example, we could find out that a person is missing an important gene which protects against cancer later in life. It wouldn’t necessarily mean that person would get cancer but it would be important to be aware of.

These types of things could also be found on testing parental samples. In the unlikely event that an unexpected result is found your doctor will explain and discuss this with you.

When will I receive the result?

The results take somewhere between 8 to 12 weeks to become available although in some cases results may take longer for technical reasons. The time varies depending on the amount of interpretation required by the laboratory and whether further samples are required to complete the analysis.

Who will give me the result?

If the test was arranged by a genetics doctor then they will arrange to give you the results either by phone, letter or in a clinic appointment.

If the test was arranged by a children’s doctor (paediatrician) then they will give you the initial results. If a change is identified or the results are difficult to interpret they may refer you to a genetics doctor at that stage.

For more information

If the test was arranged by a children’s doctor please contact them with any queries in the first instance. If the test was arranged by the clinical genetics department please contact us using the details on the front of this leaflet.